Made-to-order production with
an advanced fleet of mobile robots
VOLA, a Danish manufacturer of luxury sanitary
and kitchen fittings, has opened a new factory that
incorporates a fleet of nine mobile robots from Omron.
This represents one of the most ambitious industrial
mobile robot projects in the Nordics. The new robot fleet
works side-by-side with people, and is controlled by an
advanced fleet management system.
With over 50 years of experience, VOLA is one of Denmark’s
leading manufacturers of high-quality sanitary fittings, with
product lines such as bathroom mixers and kitchen taps. Due
to increasing market demand for a wide range of product
variants, VOLA decided to expand its plant by 5,500 square
meters. This area includes a new high-bay warehouse, an
assembly hall and facilities for the delivery of goods.
In one of the most ambitious projects involving industrial
mobile robots in Northern Europe, VOLA commissioned a
fleet of nine Omron LD robots. These have replaced roller
conveyors, leading to a more flexible production and logistics
set-up that matches the company’s single-piece production
process, in which everything is produced to order.
Peder Nygaard, factory director at VOLA, explains: “Roller
conveyors are really efficient, but I don‘t know what our
production set-up will look like in ten years. If we installed
more conveyors in the production line, we could quickly
compromise the flexibility on which we pride ourselves.
That’s why we’ve chosen the autonomous robots from
Omron, as these are much more flexible.”
Seamless control of the robots

Omron LD robots have replaced roller conveyors, leading to a more flexible
production and logistics set-up.

The robots have been tasked with transporting components and
finished items back and forth between the high-bay warehouse
and assembly hall. The robots are controlled by the Omron
Enterprise Manager - a unique fleet management system which,
like a control tower at an airport, ensures a smooth flow of traffic.
The system tells each individual robot where and when to move,
including when it’s time to take a break to charge its batteries.

The new robot fleet works side-by-side with people, and is controlled by an advanced fleet management system.

“There are only a few robot manufacturers that are able to handle
the advanced fleet management of so many robots. The solution
by Omron is by far the best that we’ve seen in the market, and this
is why we opted for the LD mobile robots,” says Peder Nygaard.

A novel implementation
“We are implementing something that hasn’t been seen before.
That is why we also recognize that there will be an adjustment
period when we have to ensure that our employees become
used to collaborating with the robots,” says Peder Nygaard.

Seamless collaboration between people and robots
To take full advantage of its investment, VOLA designed the
new factory so that it is ideal for collaboration between people
and robots. For example, the locations of the mounting tables
and walkways are designed for safety, convenience and the free
movement of both people and robots.

According to Omron’s Area Sales Manager, Thomas Jansen, the
project has taught him a lot. “Implementing mobile robots may be
seen simply as a question of plug-and-play. However, we need to
make sure that aspects such as the production layout, logistics
and organization are taken into account in the planning phase."

The workflow has also been designed to ensure the perfect
alignment of the tasks of the workers and the robots. Previously,
the assembly staff would call up a job list on their screen but this
is now managed by the central team. The job list will appear on
the employee's screen once they have scanned the item that the
robot is transporting.

The nine mobile robots at VOLA are scheduled to be
supplemented by eight more robots in the next phase of the
project.

VOLA designed the new factory so that it is ideal for collaboration between people and robots.

About VOLA A / S
VOLA was first established in 1873 but the brand was launched in 1968, when Arne Jacobsen designed the first VOLA taps for
Denmark’s National Bank. VOLA products are internationally recognized as design icons. They are still produced in Denmark at
the company‘s factory in Horsens, and are based on a combination of Scandinavian craftsmanship and the latest technologies.
VOLA A / S has approximately 250 employees in Denmark and 70 employees at sales companies around the world.

About OMRON Corporation
OMRON Corporation is a global leader in the field of automation, based on its core technology of ’Sensing & Control + Think.’ OMRON‘s
business fields cover a broad spectrum, ranging from industrial automation and electronic components to social infrastructure systems,
healthcare and environmental solutions. Established in 1933, OMRON has about 30,000 employees worldwide, providing products
and services in some 120 countries and regions. In the field of industrial automation, OMRON supports manufacturing innovation by
providing advanced automation technologies and products, as well as extensive customer support, to help to create a better society.
For more information, visit OMRON‘s website at www.industrial.omron.eu.

About the Omron LD series of mobile robots
The Omron LD series of autonomous mobile robots can be used for various industrial applications and come in four different models.
These move at varying speeds of about 3-6 kilometres per hour and can lift between 60 and 250 kg. Each robot is equipped with wireless
connectivity and sensors to help it to navigate in a dynamic environment. The robots are controlled by the Omron Enterprise Manager,
a unique fleet management system that can control up to 100 robots.

